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President Gerald R. Ford now confronts a whole new series of foreign policy
danger zones in the-wake of the successful- but humiliating- withdrav~l of
all Americans from Saigon: Thailand, the Philippines, South Korea are the first
possible Communist targets in Asia.
In the midst of the Vietnam fiasco, there is backstage grumbling inside the
Administration that the President should make significant changes in the nature
of detente toward a harder line. Our feeling, hO'Wever, is that Mr. Ford remains
strongly collll!1itted to- Sec. of State Henrv Kissinger's position. Still, the leade:
less Democratic Congress cannot, at this moment, be counted upon for anything
the President wants without much in-fighting.
He are, for the- first time, beginning to perceive a realization within the
Hhite House of just how difficult President Ford's nolitical situation is today.
Therefore, we see 1) a need for some political triul!l'Ph, such as some mjor wins
in the veto battle, and 2) growing pressure on Mr .. Ford to begin his 1976 campngn effort. Ford aides moved fast over the weekend to squelch publi3hed reports that he isn't going to run next year, with the first secret White House
political meeting.
The economy disappoints the Administratio~ badly, with still-slumping auto
sales pointing toward possible production cutbacks and substantial new layoffs
later this spring. He remain skeptical about the heralded upturn.
Alabama Gov. George Wallace continues to ride hiAh. Having now effectively
torpedoed the primary repeal movement, Wallace is expected to announce his candidacy for the Democratic Presidential nomination in June. The continued failure
of al!_ conventional· Democratic candidates- to establish themselves insures a stron1
Hallace performance. ,
THE

FORD ADMINISTRATION

Foreign Policy: Thetragic ending of the long, sad Ame:r-ican nightmare in
Vietnam was compounded by incompetency in managing the final aid re~uests. President Ford and his aides badly underestimated the -intense American public desire
to be done with Indochina in any way in their optiiiri.sm that some final portion
of military aid ~·rould actually be voted by Congress v.w weeks ago. Members of
Congress had returned from their Easter recess ~~th the conviction that a vote
for ~ aid would be net 1:~th retribution at home.
Don't make the mistake of assuming that the prolonged Vietnam debate will
die away vrith a whisper and a sigh. ~-le believe that the possibility of any
\'iet·nam backlash may hinge on the extent of bloody reprisals - or at least the
extent to 'tvhich these reprisals are publicized. . George ~.fallace, usually far
ahead of other politicians in sensing the American mood, is now- talk.i:::1g abQut.
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The two weeks since our last Report has been the best period for President
Gerald R. Ford since his first month i~ office. By finally beginning his planning for the 1976 Presidential campaign and by projecting a slightly tougher
image, we feel that he has demonstrated - if he follows through - that he can
stop the threat of ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan for the Republican Presidential nomination.
Mr. Ford's standing with the Right will improve presently witli~ probable
escalation in his veto war with Congress - win or lose on override attempts.
But that veto war will likely kill what little chances remain .for an energy bill.
Despite everything we - and you - read and hear, we continue to harbor serious doubts about the imminence of the economic turnaround. Furthermore, at this
particular moment in time, we continue to harbor serious doubts that any econ~
mist - in or out of Government - really knows in which direction -if any - the
American economy is headed.
After all the Democratic concern about the inability to find some chink in
Alabama Gov. George Wallace's 1976 Presidential primary armor, one opened up in
the Washington Post's report on Wallace's foreign policy remarks to foreign
journalists two months ago. However, Wallace will counterattack vigorously,
and how much damage he will suffer remains to be seen .
. Although foreign policy developments may be running slightly in the President's direction, the Administration is privately shocked at the speed with
which Communists are moving to exploit the U.S. humiliation in Southeast Asia.
Cambodian seizure of a U.S. freighter is the latest manifestation of the Communist military-political offensive which is reviving the once-discredited domino theory.
GOP
Ford: The Campaign Planning Group is only a part-time organization and it
has held just one meeting, but the group headed by Dean Burch has certainly
cheered Ford loyalists who feared that he would slide into the Fall without doing
anything. Herewith the pros and cons on the Planning Group:
1) It's Chairman is no stranger to defeat and has many enemies in the Party,
particularly after his inept speech to the Republican National Committee setting
Party regularity as a condition of loyal Republicanism. Nor is Burch close to
the Right Wing Republicans set to defect to Reagan. But he is close to Sen.
Barry Goldwater, and appeasing Goldwater, as Richard Nilt()n did, is part of the
Ford strategy.
2) The Planning Group is very shy of politicians experienced in pre-convention politics. The one member who can be of real help here is Dick Herman
of Nebraska, a veteran of the 1 64 Goldwater delegate hunt.
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The sense of Gerald R. Ford being President in fact as well as name has been
continuing for the past week, following his decisive (and popular) handling of the
Mayaguez Affair. Mr. Ford's veto of the strip mining bill and his imposition of
another dollar tariff on oil imports makes him feel that he has Congress on the
defensive, and we tend to agree.
The President's management of the economy, however, still leaves him in the
depths of recession-inflation popularity slough, and we see little prospect of
any politically measurable change in the next few months, despite the same old
"things are getting better" line.from the Administration.
Democratic morale is low - caused by 1) Mr. Ford's current resurgence, 2)
The confusion and inconclusiveness of the 1976 Democratic Presidential race,
3) The indisputably shoddy record by the overwhelmingly Democratic Congress. Of
these, we feel the Congressional problem is the most serious.
Mr. Ford's rise is also causing some concern among ex-California Gov. Ronald
Reagan's supporters for the 1976 Republican Presidential nomination. They feel
that Reagan must expedite his timetable if he really intends to run at least move
ahead with preliminary organizational details.
Alabama Gov. George Wallace seems to have survived rather handily the first
serious onslaught against his Presidential candidacy based on his incompetence
in the foreign policy area. There is no evidence in the polls that this has had
any impact whatever. But two lessons are clear: 1) The attack on Wallace is just
beginning, 2) Wallace will counterattack vigorously.
THE FORD ADMINISTRATION
There is a stron& and widely perceived feeling in Washington that President
Ford is casting aside the conciliatory style that was his stock in trade as House
Minority Leader and moving to a more clearly-Presidential style. Nobody changes
his personality in his 60s, and certainly Jerry Ford has not so far. Thus, all
the talk may be ephemeral. But ephemeral or not, it exists and extends beyond
the Mayaguez.
Based upon a private conversation we had this week with Mr. Ford and his top
aides, we report the following Presidential thinking on a variety of pressing
affairs:
Foreign Policy: The President and Sec. of State Henry Kissinger are making
clear that, in their tenure, there \vill be no more nations betrayed and no more
treaty commitments broken. There is deepening concern within the Administration
over Congressional government taking over foreign policy initiatives on the Turkish military aid ban and the Middle East. Mr. Ford wants to start reversing this
Congressional usurpation, but doesn't know how. He feels confident of Congres~
sional support for American military involvement against a possible North Korean
attack - if the agression is overt. If it's ambiguous, he's not so sure. But
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The jubilation within President Gerald R. Ford's White House over the rescue of the Hayaguez and her crew provides the first genuine lift for Mr. Forg ·
since the early weeks of his Presidency, but experienced heads are more cautious
in their long-term appraisals. The obvious gains for Gerald Ford and the United
States are these:
· 1) The President's risky decision to insist on the freedom of peaceful passage in international waterways and to use force to assure the rule of law turned
out to be a formidable improvement for U.S. prestige and credibility in most
countries of the world.
2) Coming on the heels of the Southeast Asia humiliation for this country,
the President's success in mobilizing his own Administration with strong Congressional backing and national support demonstrated-to skeptical U.S. friends
and adversaries abroad that we can still act decisively.
3) The fact that the Mayaguez operation worked is the reason that Mr. Ford
has gained ground with the American electorate. Our judgment, buttressed by
checks made around the country, is that the nation desperately needed some kind
of triumph, even a minor one, to bolster its self-respect.
4) The political shot in the arm for Jerry Ford personally as an embattled
President without his own constituency came at a time of maximum effect, restoring partially his fading reputation among the majority Conservatives of the
Republican Party, slowing ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan's thrust towards the
1976 GOP Presidential primaries, and possibly strengthening Mr. Ford against
any potential Democratic rival.
Herewith a summary of the immediate foreign policy and domestic political
implipation arising out of the Mayaguez Affair:
FOREIGN POLICY
1) Such vulnerably-situated governments as South Korea, Turkey, even Thailand - whatever their public reactions - want precisely the kind of forceful
action the U.S. took in the Gulf of Thailand. That ~pecifically includes China.
It is notable that the Chinese, paranoid about Soviet encroachments around its
borders, not only agreed to handle the U.S. note to Cambodia but lowered its
anti-u.s. propaganda,
2) In the Mideast, Mr. Ford and Sec. of State Henry Kissinger have been
attacked in the Israeli press since the Sinai-talks breakdown, partly because
of their perceived weakness in the U.S. The success of the Mayaguez operation
should slow this trend.
3) A further ramification for Israel is to note carefully Mr. Ford's display of toughness in limiting his tl'ilitary response - over the advice of some
inner council members - against the Camfiodians. Mr. Ford felt he was right
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Although President Gerald R. Ford is still flying high, do not count out
the possibility that ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan may yet challenge Mr. Ford
for the 1976 Republican Presidential nomination.
Mr. Ford's announcement of his candidacy yesterday was deliberately low-key,
designed to de-emphasize politics and strike out for the independent vote, which
now comprises an ever-larger portion of the electorate.
The Reagan-for-President Committee is now functioning in Washington with a
dim green light from Reagan. Before the end of the month, Reagan will make up
his mind whether to run though a formal announcement of candidacy would come
later. In the meantime, the committee gives Reagan the rudiments of an organization to try counteracting the massive Ford gains among conservatives the last
six weeks.
For the Democratic 1976 hopefuls, these are the mid-summer dog days, but we
have begun to pick up potentially important vibrations that Arizona Rep. Morris
Udall is moving. Our earlier report that Sen. Edward M. Kennedy is now being
widely discounted as a possible draft choice has hardened further .in the past
two weeks. EMK genuinely seems to have written himself out of the picture. Sen.
Hubert H. Humphrey has replaced Kennedy as No. 1 on the political gossip parade.
,The economy is staggering off the bottom, very slowly, very cautiously, with
plenty of danger signs already lurking in time for next year's campaign season.
However, with money flowing from the Fed's open-tap policy, and inflation slowed
surprisingly, we see the economy looking marginally better for Mr. Ford for the
next six months at least.
GOP
Ford: The President's announcement started no fires, but no one thought that
it would since for the last two months no one has doubted his decision. Ironically, he was pushed into faster action by all the Reagan talk last spring and
early summer, and now Reagan's own timetable has been affected, just to stay in
the race.
The Ford campaign is still not really in gear. No one has been picked for
chief delegate-hunter, and there's a lot of backstage bickering going on as to
which top political jobs are most i~!].portant. (If Reagan ends up running, delegate-hunter would be th.e top spot; i.f not, convention manager.)
The President's upswing continues, but we detect his first blooper in some
time in his refusal even to meet with. Soviet author Alexander Solzhenitsyn, We
think this is going to be something of a time bomb on the Republican Right, starting slowly and building in protest. Our check of key conservatives reflected
mounting outrage.
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President Gerald R. Ford i,~ ___riding high enough to take on the Democratic
Congressional majority in the toughest game of energy chicken yet--a veto of
the law extending his authority to con;rol "old" crude domestic oil--but he
doesn't want such a dangerous showdown. He wants compromise. However, Congress
may not give him one.
With continuing, if barely perceptible, improvement in the general economy,
we find few holdouts from the theory that the bot tom was reached last month.-But \fhite House economists are anything but bullish. They are worried about the
slow pace of housing starts and the generally bleak outlook for autos, the ec~oy>s two most crucial recovery elerrients.
_ _ _
_
..
·we _forsee-··~m-increasingly intense political debate over detente,·. ·with the_
ford-Kissinger:policy being challenged on several levels: 1) Within the Presi-: ·
_dent's _"own circ-le by- Defense Sec. James Schlesinger and ex-Defense Sec. Mel Laird;. 1
2) by ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan; and 3) by Democratic Presidential candi.dates Sen~ Henrr Jackson, Gov. George l.fallace and possibly Sen. Lloyd Bentsen.
The Democrats' holding pattern of 1975 - complete confusion on Capitol Hill
and precious little movement on the Presidential nomination - remains just that,
a holding pattern with future directions entirely unclear.
THE FORD ADMINISTRATION

The President: Mr. Ford's upward political ascent continues from the doldrums of last spring - s statement we think is susceptible to proof b~yond
regular public opinion polls. Our evidence: a dramatic turnaround in the archRepublican Illinois fram town of Harengo, which we sampled with Pat Caddell's
polling organization three months ago and again last week, finding:
1) GRF now far surpasses RR in the hearts of grass roots GOP Regulars,. by
a margin of better than 3-to-1; they ran about even in our April sample.
2) GRF's handling of foreign policy now receives strong approval as contrasted to strong disapproval in April. The Mayaguez Affair was one factor, but
we were surprised to learn that his tough even-handedness on the Arab-Israeli
issue has greatly enhanced his stature.
·
3) ~r. Ford's announced Presidential campaign, along with Reagan 1 s continuing indecision, h.as given him a marked psychological edge over his only conceivable Republican opponent.
4) A key element in th.e President1s grmv-ing popularity is the perception
of him by Party faithful as a level-headed, non-controversial, predictable human
being ~.-!"to is totally trusted and believed, if not always agreed with.
5) But one ~·rord of t-1arning for Nr. Ford t Reagan ':s support has not dis-
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With President Gerald R. Ford returning from a less than triumphant Super
Summit in Hels,inki, we feel that his post-Mayaguez Affair spurt has leveled and
that he has slipped slightly. A succession of negatives--the Alexander Solzhenitsyn affair, the Helsinki Conference, another Russian wheat deal--has definitely
eroded some strength, although he remains today at a higher level.
Bigger ~rouble may be looming in the possibility of serious economic problems.
We have seen internal Administration documents that sketch out a gloomy picture of
the near future: retarded recovery, high interest rates, increased inflation, depressed construction and auto industries. There is clearly no consensus within
the Administration on how to cope with all this.
Nevertheless, former California Gov. Ronald Reaaaa is not taking advantage
of the Ford slippage. In fact, we continue to be convinced that Reagan continues
to lose ground with every passing week that does not bring an announcement of his
candidacy. Do ~, however, count him out.
The great Congressional showdown over energy has come and gone with no real
decision and certainly· no political victory for either Congress or the Ford Administration. We find both sides dispirited, which might possibly point the way toward a compromise in September.
THE FORD ADMINISTRATION
The President: Mr; Ford remains at a high level in relationship to Reagan,
but he has finally peaked for the first time since the Mayaguez incident, definitely·'in the last two weeks, probably ·over the last month·. There have been no
great mistakes, but a succession of negatives:
1) The Russ ian Wheat Deal.
1-le don't think the White House appreciates how
unpopular these words are and how much the public thinks we are being taken by the
Kremlin, with the ordinary man in the streets paying in the end. Pollster Albert
Sindlinger had the President dropping 10 to 12 percentage points right after the
'"heat deal surfaced.
Politicians in the Administration are ready to eviscerate Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz. We can report that a number of administration officials share
Federal Reserve Chairman Arthur Burns' stated belief that the sale is inflationary.
We understand that Treasury Sec. William Simon feels that the U.S. didn't get
nearly enough, a~d his friend and unofficial adviser, Eliot Janeway, is urging
him to go public. Reports that the Soviet wheat crop failure is worse than
generally realized means that Moscow may want more, and that ~ld raise a political hue and cry.
2) The Solzhenitsyn hangover. It hasn't anything like the impact~£ the
wheat deal, but this may have larger staying power among conservatives, as witness
letters received by editors. Moral: The old anti-Communist issue is a long way
Copyright t) 1975 by the Evans-Novak Political Report Company
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The widely-felt concern over the assassination attempts against President
Gerald R. Ford obscures a sense of deepening polit:tc:tal trouble. for. Mr. Ford caused,
in no small part, by a widespread feeling of "Pres:tdenttal policy drift. Mr. Ford's
approval of Vice-President Nelson Rockefeller's Energy Independence Authority
has the early earmarks of a political debacle, adding to problems that are alleviated mostly by continued Democratic confusiort about their 1976 Presidential
nominee.
The third guarter real increase in the nation's industrial output - between
4 and 7% - is going to reassure everyone. But the Administration's top economists
are far more worried about major dislocations irt the economy in the middle future
than they are pleased by the strong signs of recovery from the recession.
We now feel that virtually all doubt about ex-california Gov. Ronald Reagan
challenging Mr. Ford in next year's Republican Presidential primaries has disappeared. We feel that RR wants to run, will run and poses a serious threat
to the President in the early primaries.
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace is 100% sure of running. He will announce
next month and immediately cause enormous problems in the Democratic primaries.
Contrary to rumors assiduously spread by high-level Democrats, we believe Wallace's
health is better than at any time since he was shot in 1972.
THE FORD AD"HINISTRATION
Policy: An internal criticism of President Ford, steadily gathering force,
is that somehow - while restoring credibility to the office - he has failed to
set a distinctive tone. We hear from both liberal and conservative Republicans
the complaint that Gerald Ford simply does not stand for anything, except the
vetoing of bills he does not like. The strong feeling is that the Administration
must come across with some more positive steps - whether to the Left or to the
Right.
The approval of Rockefeller's energy proposal, which has been hanging fire
for months, reveals a certain vagueness about where the Administration is going.
The plan already seems more dead than alive, although it isn't even in final
shape and no bill has yet been sent to Congress. We find an extraordinary array
of talent already lined up against it, and in such a way that it is hurting
Rocky's - and Ford's - political posture. To wit:
1) Top oil executives have quietly passed this word to Republican Congres~
sional leaders: Keep the Federal Government out of anything more than guarantees
or loans to industry for the conversion of shale and coal to oil and gas and for
nuclear power plants.
2) Liberal Democrats are urging that the basically private enterprise devel-
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FORD ADMINISTRATION SPECIAL REPORT

The tumultuoua events taking place here ~n Washington during the last
forty-eight hours - the Sunday morning massacre of Defense Sec. James Schleslinger and CIA Chief William Colby and the Monday morning suicide of VicePresident Nelson Rockefeller - have served to aggravate and accentuate the very
condition they were intended to halt: a precipitous political decline by President Gerald R. Ford that is now seriously endangering his ability to seize the
Republican Presidential nomination next year and is enhancing the challenge of
former California Gov. Ronald Reagan,
Our first readings are that 1) The ~nhite House badly overestimated the placating effect on the Republican Right of dumping Rockefeller from next year's
GOP ticket; 2) Schlesinger's firing is being taken badly on all sides of the
political landscape; and 3) The sense of an Administration in drift is strength•
ened.
As in any other development, the tide may change, but the hopes of getting
Mr. Ford upstream appear to have ebbed. The evidence of panic, borne out of
continuous political misjudgments, has not beeu lost on political eXPerts of all
shade~. The President and his aides have been moving in the worst potttical way
over the last few days - not like themselves, but like a ditferen£ breed of
politicians that the country has seen too much of in recent years. Leaders who
do not run .true to form are innnediately suspect.
BACKGROUND
To understand the full political impact of this week's events, it is nee...
essary to understand that the President's political decline, which we have been
chronicling for weeks, had caught up with him and was accelerating. At week's
end, this was the situation:
1) Majority opinion among knowledgable GOP politicians had switched to the.
point of believing that Mr. Ford might not get the nomination and might even bow
out of the race. Such feelings, which can have an absolutely cancerous growth,
were creating, in effect, a Reagan Boom.
2) Questions of Mr. Ford's Presidential competence were being raised throughout the Republican Establishment. Nothing was working. His travels had proved
counterproductive, actually dropping him in the polls. His anti-bail-out position
on New York City, while popular within the GOP, was not reversing this decline.
3) The feeling of chaotic disorganization within the Ford campaign organization
was furthered by the resignation of David Packard as chief money raiser, who had
raised a mere $700,000 in four months. Packard •· s was the second major departure
(Lee Nunn's was the first) in a month.
4) Incredibly (for Republicans), new Presidential candidates, Right and
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-Ttiis-lias oeen--another dismal week for President Gerald R. Ford "s Admi~
istration: 1) A double dose of Bad economic medicine in the sudden spurt in
the- wholesale prl'ce index and rising une!ployutent; 2} The continuing adverse
political impact of last week's Halloween Massacre; 3) The apparently-critical impasse in the SALT II talks with Russia, which may well derail Mr. Ford's
election year strategy for advancing detente; 4} The obvious chill in relat~ons
with China, which is demanding a harder u.s. line against the U.S.S.R.
Coming at a time of drastically failing Ford strength, the damage to the
President has tieen suBstantial. But don't Bury him yet. We still measure his
chances for winning the 1976 Republican Presidential nomination at around 75%
(although this is extraordinarily low for an incumbent President).
Despite all the eleventh hour negotiations, the prospects as we go to press
are still that New York City will default without a Federal bailout, thanks to
President Ford's opposition. But the situation has changed considerably in the
last two weeks. Concern over the economic impact of default has measurably reduced' the political i>enef:tes for Mr. Ford, and marty continue to do so.
In the Democratic muddle, Sen, Hubert H. Humphrey has pretty well ruled out
entering even the late primaries - a decision we feel marginally diminishes his
chances for the Presidential nomination. Meanwhile, we see signs that Sen. Henry
Jackson is moving back to the Right to try to recapture his old constituency.

GOP
Ford: Much to the surprise and dismay of his top aides and political lieu-

tenan~ President Ford has clearly suffered as a result of his big Cabinet

shakeup, and the damage may be long-lasting. However, he has gained these advantages:
1) The elimination of Vice-President Nelson Rockefeller. For many reasons,
he was clearly a liability on the ticket, and we find very little genuine mourning of his passing even from the Republican Left.
2) Less public debate over national security policy, which now clearly has
become as important to the Ford White House as it was to the Nixon White House
(although, of course, erivate disagreements between Sec. of State Henry Kissinger
and Defense Sec.-designate Donald Rumsfeld are predictable).
Against these meager benefits, there are these disadvantages:
1) Departing Defense Sec, James Schlesinger clearly had more support in the
GOP's conservative wing than the White House anticipated (though we agree with
Ford•s political advisers that the impact of the Schlesinger incident will fade
with every passing day).
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Another depressing fortnight for President Gerald R. Ford. With former
California Gov. Ronald Reagan's Presidential campaign finally officially underway, and with public confidence in Ford's Presidency apparently slipping, Mr.
Ford faces an immediate series of serious decisions on: 1) Energy; 2) New York
City; 3) The Supreme Court appointment; 4) Tax Cuts; 5) United Nations' Ambassador Daniel Partick Moynihan; 6) Common Situs picketing.
It is now clear that President Ford will have to agree to some kind of Federal help for New York City to avert a catastrophe, in effect backtracking from
his earlier position. But much more difficult is the decision on what to do
about the energy bill where Mr. Ford's choices are between alienating the oil
state Republicans or undercutting Federal Energy Administration Czar Frank Zarb.
Meanwhile, Ronald Reagan is off to a good, though not sensational start.
He showed he is a superb campaigner who does not yet have a fully adequate grasp
of all the Presidential issues. Nevertheless, it is clear to us that Reagan is
closing the gap between himself and Mr. Ford with amazing speed, mainly attributable to Ford's decline.
On the Democratic side, Sen. George McGovern's entry as an alternative to
Sen, Hubert H. Humphrey at a brokered convention further confuses a terribly
confused convention. Sen. Henry Jackson is now clearly going to run as his true
conservative self instead of as some ersatz moderate. Keep your eyes West on
California Gov. Jerry Brown, who may be getting ready to move.
THE FORD ADMINISTRATION
With President Ford's great political crisis clearly upon him, he is suddenly faced with an unusual number of politically volatile decisions having a
common thread: how to rationalize his hard-line rhetoric with practical exigencies?
New York City: What has become clear since our last Report is that the
President, for all his hard-line talk about no pre-default bailout of NYC, will
not let the city drag the entire economy into another recession 1[ the New York
state legislature passes a fiscal austerity measure (which is now virtually certain).
Ford men say that this will constitute a triumph for the President, having
bent NYC to his will and crammed reform down its throat. But we are getting
rumblings from the hinterlands of complaints that Mr. Ford is backing away from
his previously firm stand, The problem is that the President's rhetoric was so
tough that it could not help but damage what his fallback position would have
to be,
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President Gerald R. Pord's Asian extravaganza has heartened some of his
deeply worried politica.l operatives, but we see no particular sain srowing out
of the~trip. Further, the. proBlems the President left. J).ehind rem~in,, If anything 7
several of them have magnif'ied Because of.intense Congressional and special interest pressures,
As outlined in our last Report, Mr. Ford must decide soon to veto or not
veto three Big billsr 1) The tax cut; 2) Common situs picketing; 3) The energy
bill. Additionally, the President will have to deal with a building crisis involving SALT and Sec. of State Henry Kissinser and - last but not least - how
to get his own Presidential election campaign going.
The best news greeting Mr, Ford on his return is the problems that ex-California Gov, Ronald Reagan and his campaign have run into in their hastily conceived plan for turning Back $90 Billion to state and local governments in Federal welfare spending, Ford operatives think this may be the first big blunder
of the Reagan campaign (comparable to Sen. George McGovern's famous 1972 $1000
rebate plan), and they may well be right.
On the Democratic side, the Presidential picture remains murky after two
'no-decisions by liberal Democratic groups in New York and Massachusetts over
the weekend, If they mean anything, these non-results add up to: 1) A major
defeat for Rep. Morris Udall; 2) A modest gain for Sen. Birch Bayh; and 3) A
potential opportunity for Sens. Henry Jackson and Hubert H. Humphrey.
THE FORD ADMINISTRATION
We find that bothamong'politicians in Washington and voters around the
country the Ford Asian trip not only did not help his 1976 Presidential camr
paign, it may have actually hurt it. The White House cannot seem to understand
the truth of what we are hearing everywhere: the voters want their President in
the Oval Office and not out around the country raising money for the Republican
Party or eating, dancing and wreath-laying around the world.
While Mr. Ford was out ot town, a fight flared up between Budget Director
James Lynn and Defense Sec, Donald Rumsfeld over the President's determined
effort to cut defense spending in 1977 by a very sizable amount, at least $6
billion, This, of course, was a major reason behind the firing of ex-Defense
James Schlesinger, and the Pentagon brass are now worrying that Rumsfeld, a
Presidential favorite, may also strike out.
In addition to budget battling, Mr. Ford remains in a no-win situation on
the three bi~ pieces of Congressional legislation:
!ax Cut: The President seems to have painted himself into a corner here.
Chairman Russell Long of the Senate Finance Committee is proposing that the
tax cut-tax revision package fie junked in favor of a simple short-term extenCopyright t) 1975 by the Evan5-Novak Political Report Company
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As we go to press, Congress and President Gerald R. Ford have turned away
from a high-risk confron~ation and are seeking a compromise extension of tax
cuts. Both sides are flinching from intense political and economic dangers of
an election-year tax increase by giving ground. Failure to compromise, we believe, would have been extremely dangerous for Mr. Ford at the low point of his
Presidency, and the mutual flinching is a net political plus for him.
The impact of the Gallup Poll of Republican voters has dramatically erased
all doubts that Mr. Ford could actually lose the GOP Presidential nomination to
ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan. The poll's results were magnified by the Ford
campaign's panicky reaction, particularly campaign manager Howard "Bo" Callaway's
exotic performance at the Southern Republican Conference tn Houston. We now rate
President Ford as only a slightly better than even favorite to win the nomination.
And he is still falling fast.
Mr. Ford's best hope lies in the fact that Reagan hasn't really done anything
much yet and has merely been taking advantage of Ford failures. RR's staff is
meeting in Los Angeles this week to shape things up. Latest RR boo-boo: evoking
Goldwaterish memories of voluntary Social Security.
· On the Democratic side, the latest Gallup Poll of Democratic voters causes
us to revise slightly our dubious assessment of Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey's ability
to gain the Presidential nomination. But, remembe~: HHH is finished if anybody
comes roaring out of the early primaries with m~~entum.
THE FORD ADMINISTRATION
The President: Mr. Ford may well be in terminal trouble, much of it his
own making. Summarizing, we find:
1) He is held in low esteem by most Democrats and by many Republicans in
Congress as a President who buckles under pressure, changes his mind and doesn't
understand his role as a Leader. Yesterday's unprecedented concession to the
Senate, promising not to consider CIA Director-designate George Bush as a potential Vice-Presidential candidate is the most recent example.
2) He has totally lost the media in the past few weeks, converting himself
into a figure of ridicule. Nothing could be more damaging.
3) He is the natural adversary of a dozen Democratic Presidential candidates;
the only rallying point for them all.
4) He has a White House staff without a single conspicuous force of imagination or political adroitness, and what's worse a J;la•8;..Sect!\tMy who has lost
the confidence of Washington reporters and appears no!'"even to care.
5) He is now running behind RR for the GOP nomination with a large number
of grass-roots party activists convinced that he was never up to the job.
All of the above are shortcomings of style and perfoDmance, and they add
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President Gerald R. Ford's State of the Union Message was at best a breakeven for him politically. An absence of recent major mistakes, coupled with
ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan's less-than-masterful performance on the campaign circuit, has eased the deadly pall surrounding the White House at the end
of the last year.
But don't make the mistake of burying Ronald Reagan. He has made needless
blunders and has gotten a very bad press. But $90 billion plan, a sitting duck
for editorialists and political cartoonists, is still pretty popular with some
of the Republicans who actually vote in primaries. RR's strong showing in the
Iowa straw poll this week, while not highly significant, warns against counting
him out.
Ex-Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter's surprisingly big win in the Iowa Democratic
Caucuses makes him a definitely serious candidate if 1) he can score some quick
follow-up successes and 2) overcome some very serious issue problems. Indiana
Sen. Birch Bayh did himself no good in Iowa but is still a major factor (along
with Sen. Henry Jackson). Rep. Morris Udall and Sargent Shriver were badly hurt
and desperately need a win somewhere soon.
In our continuing assessment of Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, we now feel his
chances for the 1976 Democratic Presidential nomination are marginally less today than they were in our last Report. HHH has pretty firmly ruled out the possiblility of entering late primaries, which must limit his chances.
THE FORD ADMINISTRATION
State of the Union: In view of all the bloated claims of this speech being
the means of political salvation for the President, we make these points:
1) Mr. Ford's delivery and appearance on TV remain poor and are not going
to get any better. A growing liability that cannot be overestimated.
2) Between the opening and closing rhetoric, the speech degenerated into
a long laundry list, which brought even GOP Congressmen to the point of torpor
and must surely have glazed over the eyes of home TV viewers. Rather than p~e
empt "All In The Family" in the East and Midwest, Mr. Ford would have done better
to have reverted to the pre-LBJ practice of delivering the speech at noon (or even
reverted to the pre-Woodrow Wilson practice of delivering the message in writing).
3) We think the Fordian line of less government spending and more private
freedom beats the Democratic line, but this question arises: Does the public believe that President Ford can effect this lesser government promise any more than
it believes all the Democratic Presidential candidates who pledge a job for everybody?
4) The political guts of the speech is Mr. Ford's challenge to Congress to
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President Gerald R. Ford's State of the Union Message was at best a breakeven for him politically. An absence of recent maJor mistakes, coupled with
ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan's less-than-masterful performance on the campaign circuit, has eased the deadly pall surrounding the White House at the end
of the last year.
But don't make the mistake of burying Ronald Reagan. He has made needless
blunders and has gotten a very bad press. But $90 billion plan, a sitting duck
for editorialists and political cartoonists, is still pretty popular with some
of the Republicans who actually vote in primaries. RR's strong showing in the
Iowa straw poll this week, while not highly significant, warns against counting
him out.
Ex-Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter's surprisingly big win in the Iowa Democratic
Caucuses makes him a definitely serious candidate if 1) he can score some quick
follow-up successes and 2) overcome some very serious issue problems. Indiana
Sen. Birch Bayh did himself no good in Iowa but is still a major factor (along
with Sen. Henry Jackson). Rep. Morris Udall and Sargent Shriver were badly hurt
and desperately need a win somewhere soon.
In our continuing assessment of Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, we now feel his
chances for the 1976 Democratic Presidential nomination are marginally less today than they were in our last Report. HHH has pretty firmly ruled out the possiblility of entering late primaries, which must limit his chances.
THE FORD ADMINISTRATION
State of the Union: In view of all the bloated claims of this speech being
the means of political salvation for the President, we make these points:
1) Mr. Ford's delivery and appearance on TV remain poor and are not going
to get any better. A growing liability that cannot be overestimated.
2) Between the opening and closing rhetoric, the speech degenerated into
a long laundry. list, which brought even GOP Congressmen to the point of torpor
and must surely have glazed over the eyes of home TV viewers. Rather than p~e
empt "All In The Family" in the East and Midwest, Mr. Ford would have done better
to have reverted to the pre-LBJ practice of delivering the speech at noon (or even
reverted to the pre-Woodrow Wilson practice of delivering the message in writing).
3) We think the Fordian line of less government spending and more private
freedom beats the Democratic line, but this question arises: Does the public believe that President Ford can effect this lesser government promise any more than
it believes all the Democratic Presidential candidates who pledge a job for everybody?
4) The political guts of the speech is Mr. Ford's challenge to Congress to
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We believe that President Gerald R. Ford's chances for the 1976 Republican
Presidential nomination have improved measurably during the last two weeks. This
is due primarily to three factors: 1) The electorate's increased perception of
his credibility and performance as President; 2) The continuing improvement in
the economy; 3) Ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan's less-than-electrifying performance to date.
Do not - rep.eat do not - give Mr. Ford the GOP nomination just yet. What
may cause him his bigges~roblem in the next few months is not Ronald Reagan
but widespread voter apathy for politics that would benefit RR bec:ause his partisans are far more committed. Reagan seems to have partially recovered from his
$90 billion blunder, and we still give him a good chance, slightly less then ·
even today, of taking the nomination away from GRF.
Among the Democrats, the phenomenon of ex-Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter grows
on the basis of a strong showing in the Maine caucuses, a decent run in Mississippi caucuses and good prospects in the New Hampshire primary, much to the
consternation of all the other candidates. The question now is whether he can
survi~e the many inconsistencies and contradictions in his positions (which his
opponents are pointing out) and maintain momentum.
The recent Supreme Court decision on the new Election Law will take weeks
to understand fully, and it seems to ask more questions than it answers. The
biggest: with the Federal Elections Commission ruled unconstitutional in its
present form, enforcing the substantial part of the Law left standing now de, pends upon Congress passing a substitute, and that looks improbable today.
GOP
Ford: Two major trends, growing over the past months, have now both come
to fruition at the same time, both giving the President a new political lease
on life and perhaps on the White House as well;
1) Mr. Ford is finally mastering the hard task of sticking in the White
House and doing his job instead of traveling all over the country as he did last
summer and fall raising money for the Party. In fact, the Reagan forces are more
worried by Ford's lack of travel than by their man's mistakes. The main single
answer given to pollster Albert Sindlinger to sustain the President's 58% job
rating (the highest since August, 1974)-is that "he's-finally learned how.to handle
the job." The State of the Union address helped.
2) The decline of domestic issues (read the economy) as the only issues voters care about these days. For the first time since late '73, foreign policy is
rising as an issue equal almost to inflation. Sindlinger's polling shows that
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The most important aspect of ex-Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter's triumph in
Illinois last night is not his larger-than-expected win over Alabama Gov. George
Wallace in the "beautycontest", but his stunning acquisition of an estimated
61 delegates, cutting a huge hole in Chicago Mayor Richard Daley's control of
the Illinois delegation. That not only diminishes Daley's clout at Madison
Square Garden as a broker, but also casts doubts whether Democratic primary
voters will vote for "favorite son" candidates for the Presidential nomination
when they have a real alternative. Even the red-hot Gov. Edmund (Jeriy) :Srown,
Jr. in California may have trouble.
The fight for the Democratic Presidential nomination from here on out will
be a head..:to-head battle between Carter and Sen. Henry Jackson u~les~. }tep. Morris
Udall can pull out a victory against Carter in Wisconsin on April 6. Even then,
Udall's win would not so much make him a viable candidate as preserve.~ chance
for Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey. Carter clearly has the momentum and could turn
the nomination into a runaway by cutting down Jackson in Pennsylvania on April
27, now shaping up as a climactic primary.
As expected, President Gerald R. Ford's romp over ex-California Gov. Ronald
Reagan in Illinois clinches the Republican Presidential nomination for him. Mr.
Ford is clearly in the ascendant, but i f he is at his peak, why is ·Jitmny Carter
running neck-and-neck in the polls with an incumbent President?
DEMOCRATS
Illinois: We file these observations on yesterday's primary results:
1) Daley recaptured his old credentials plus sweet revenge via ·sec. of
State Mike Howlett's surpr'isingly easy victory over Gov. Dan Walker in the
Gubernatorial primary (a big Chicago vote for Howlett, coupled with
low-turnout
in Walker's downstate counties). Nationally, this means that Daley can return
to the '76 Democratic convention in something-like-triumph after being booted
out of the 1972 convention in Miami.
2) Although Daley easily elected his Sen. Adlai Stevenson III favorite son
delegates in Chicago (where Carter contested only one district), Stevenson
delegates backed by downstate Regulars were annihilated by Carter outside Cook
County. This means that Daley will not have a full delegation to play with in
New York, but it also underlines an old lesson constantly forgotten by politicians- given a choice between what voters perceive to be a legitimate·candidate
(Carter) and a bogus one (Stevenson III), they will go legitimate.
3) That a Carter boom is running was made clear in Illinois. Campaigning
in the state about three days in all, with no organization and spending no
money to speak of, Carter won the "beauty contest" easily. This dispels the
notion that he has to have long preparation (viz. New Hampshire and ~lorida)

a
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We believe that President Gerald R.. Ford's chances for the 1976 Republican
P..aa;19en.rtal nomination have improved measurably during the last two weeks. This
is due primarily to three factors: 1) The electorate's increased perception of
his credibility and performance as President; 2) The continuing improvement in
the economy; 3) Ex-California Gov. Ronald Reagan's less-than-electrifying performance to date.
Do not - repeat do not - give Mr. Ford the GOP nomination just yet. What
may cause him his biggest:Problem in the next few months is not Ronald Reagan
but widespread voter apathy for politics that would benefit RR because his partisans are far more committed. Reagan seems to have partially recovered from his
$90 billion blunder, and we still give him a good chance, slightly less then ·
even today, of taking the nomination away from GRF.
Among the Democrats, the phenomenon of ex-Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter grows
on the basis of a strong showing in the Maine caucuses, a decent run in Mississippi caucuses and good prospects in the New Hampshire primary, much to the
consternation of all the other candidates. The question now is whether he can
survive the many inconsistencies and contradictions in his positions (which his
opponents are pointing out) and maintain momentum.
The recent Supreme Court decision on the new Election Law will take weeks
to understand fully, and it seems to ask more questions than it answers. The
biggest: with the Federal Elections Commission ruled unconstitutional in its
present form, enforcing the substantial part of the Law left standing now depends upon Congress passing a substitute, and that looks improbable today.
GOP
Ford: Two major trends, growing over the past months, have now both come
to fruition at the same time, both giving the President a new political lease
on life and perhaps on the White House as well;
1) Mr. Ford is finally mastering the hard task of sticking in the White
House and doing his job instead of traveling all over the country as he did last
summer and fall raising money for the Party. In fact, the Reagan forces are more
worried by Ford's lack of travel than by their man's mistakes. The main single
answer given to pollster Albert Sindlinaer to sustain the President's 58% job
ratins (the highest since Ausust, 1974)"is that "he's-finally learned how'to handle
the job." The State of the Union address helped.
2) The decline of domestic issues (read the economy) as the only issues voters care about these days. For the first time since late '73, foreign policy is
rising as an issue equal almost to inflation. Sindlinger's polling shows that
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With just a week to go before the New Hampshire primary and three weeks
until the Florida pr1mary, we find that President Gerald R. Ford is running
behind former California Gov. Ronald Reagan in New Hampshire, but is sharply
cutting into Mr. Reagan's lead in Florida.
If Reagan beats Ford in New Hampshire, the damage to the President will
be immediate, profound and widespread - not only halting his momentum in
Florida, but possibly causing a panic reaction throughout the GOP, persuading
a lot of Republicans to jump overboard.
If, on the other hand, Ford beats Reagan in New Hampshire, he is then
in a commanding position to knock out the Reagan challenge in Florida. As of
today, however, only Gerald Ford's great advantage- incumbency- rules out
a prediction of a Reagan victory in Florida.
On the Democratic side, ex-Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter is the only Presidential candidate who has made any kind of impression, despite his continuing
refusal to say what he would do about a single major political issue facing
this country.
A possible Carter win in New Hampshire is worrying the party pros sick.
For the first time, they are saying that Carter could go on to do well in
Massachusetts and Florida, building up a head of steam that could actually
carry him to the nomination. Rep. Morris Udall may resurrect his campaign
in New Hampshire. Sen. Birch Bayh, ex-Sen. Fred Harris and Sargent Shriver
are in varying degrees of trouble. Sen. Henry Jackson is alive if not well,
and Alabama Gov. George Wallace is very much alive and very troublesome.
GOP
New Hampshire (Feb. 24): Based on our latest reporting there, we can
come to no other conclusion than that RR has a lead over GRF and possibly a
substantial one. The Reagan people have understandably tried to keep it
quiet (because of the high expectations it excites), but a private Reagan
poll shows an 11% lead.
The tipoff comes from the Ford camp: discounting New Hampshire as a
relatively unimportant state and grumbling about the laconic, unenthusiastic
nature of the Yankee voter - a telltale song of New Hampshire losers. Blessed
with the support of the Manchester Union-Leader, Reagan· has the momentum and
would be a sure winner were it not for Mr. Ford's incumbency. Only this makes
it possible for the President still to come through.
Mr. Ford's trip through the state on Feb. 7-8 was soporific and did him
little good. Nevertheless, his situation is so bad that he was asked to come
back for two days this week to try to preserve something.
Although it is ridiculous to base so much on one small state, New
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Former California Gov. Ronald Reagan's stunning victory over President
Gerald R. Ford last night in the North Carolina Republican primary keeps his
candidacy alive temporarily, but that is the very least of its eftects. It
highlights the power of the national defense issue, reveals Mr. Ford's vulnerability in the South and enormously complicates life at the White House.
Reagan will not seriously contest the Wisconsin primary but will look ahead
to the Southern primaries in May, using the same hard-line technique.
As far
as we can determine, the President has no immediate political solutions at hand,
but we can perceive the necessity of moving Rightward.
The political deterioration of Alabama Gov. George Wallace is now out of
control, boosting ex-Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter's chances for the Democratic
Presidential nomination and making it easier for him to drift a little Leftward
(though we doubt he will change his indeterminately centrist aura).
GOP
North Carolina: The Reagan upset, as surprising to his camp as to ~r. Ford's,
, was predicated on these factors:
1) The national defense issue - accusing Ford-Sec. of State Henry Kissinger
of being soft on defense - finally took hold. This is by far the biggest reason
for RR's win, although few upsets are easily explainable and this issue was
supposed to go over big in Florida and didn't.
2) For the first time, RR made good use of TV. A 30-minute statewide telecast Saturday night emphasizing defense, from which 30-and-60-second spots were
spun off.
3) The anti-RR campaign that hurt Reagan in New Hampshire and Florida was
discontinued in North Carolina by the Ford campaign.
4) The turnout was much bigger than expected~y anyone so that the disci~
plined GOP troups turned out by Gov·. ·James Holshouser were inundated.
5) Holshouser angered some people by twisting arms of patronage employees.
6) RR's highly ideological partisans - Sen. Jesse Helms and State Campaign
Manager Tom Ellis - never gave up ~spite the RR-dropping-out talk.
7) Two of Ford's visits were slightly marred by "Bo" Callaway's resignation
and his talk of Sen. Edward Brooke as a possible V.P.
:~,'- .
The Future: Look for these upcoming developments:
''""~~.~~·~!) RR will go on national TV with a talk similar to N.C., emphasizing
r-~ational defense-foreign policy differneces with Ford.
He planned to do this
~anyway- even before his unexpected win last night.
2) He is cancelling his campaigning in Wisconsin next week on the calculated
decision that he is a loser there.
3) The other April primaries - New York and Pennsylvania - will be a
{c.
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